
Civil society across the region engages in various advocacy efforts both directed to-
wards policy changes as well as for the direct benefits of citizens.  

 On 7 August 2020, the Steering Committee of Amplify Change Niger chaired by Dr 
Ibrahim Souley held a meeting with the Coalition of Actors for the Repositioning 

of Family Planning, to assess the project “Activity to Improve” the perfor-

mance of Sexual and Reproductive Health and Rights (SRHR) policies and strate-
gies in West And Southern Africa and to discuss the implementation of the organi-
sation’s advocacy action plan. According to You Moussa, a country expert for Am-
plify Change Niger, the organisation has invested in various programmes including 
civil society forum in Dosso region and Niamey to discuss SRHR in Niger; a training 
on budget processes to strengthen the capacity of CSOs working around sexual 
and reproductive health in the country; training of 30 journalists in public and 
private sectors to understand the issues of SRHR; training of 24 participants from 
NGOs across the country to be equipped to monitor the commitment and pro-
grammes of organisations around SRHR as well as to act as whistle-blowers for all 
issues concerning the contravention of laws on sexual and reproductive health; 
and finally, the design of a Citizen Engagement Initiative who are charged with 
formulating recommendations to complete democratic processes around SRHR in 
Niger. 

 
 

 On Tuesday, 11 September 2020, the Collective of Organisations for the Defence 
of Human Rights and Democracy (CODDHD) commenced a five-day training 
course to strengthen the capacities of its members in advocacy on human rights 
and rights for woman and children. About twenty participants from different re-
gions of Niger were trained on the Universal Periodic Review (UPR). They were 
also equipped in advocacy and communication techniques on different themes. 
According to the head of the National Coordination Office of CODDHD, Mr Abdou-
laye KANNI, the weak political commitment of the ‘country’s authorities and the 
lack of synergy among CSOs hamper the implementation of the Universal Periodic 
Review (UPR) recommendations, hence the need for the capacity strengthening 
training. The UPR is a process of periodically reviewing all 193 UN states’ achieve-
ments in the area of human rights. Human Rights Council, which is based on the 
principle of equal treatment of all countries, gives all States the opportunity to 
declare the measures they have taken to improve their country’s human rights 
situation and overcome obstacles to the exercise of these rights. The UPR aims to 
improve the human rights situation in all countries and thereby bring about sig-
nificant changes for people worldwide. 

 

 Nineteen civil society organisations from states in the ECOWAS region have decid-
ed to pool their energies to raise awareness among the citizens of ECOWAS and 
curb the rising epidemic of third terms which has become commonplace in West 
Africa. These organisations include well-known ones such as the African Network 
for the Defense of Human Rights (RADHO), “Y’en a marre” movement from Sene-
gal and the Balai Citoyen from Burkina Faso. This coalition has deemed it neces-
sary to act on behalf of the people even as the ECOWAS Commission is accused of 
still maintaining its status of ECOWAS “Heads of States” instead of the people”. 
The coalition of CSOs aims to fight the rise in the tampering of national constitu-
tions to give legitimacy to the third term bid of sitting Presidents in West Africa . 

 
 
 

 Despite the existence of community frameworks to oversee the assessment of tax 
expenditures and fight against Illicit Financial Flows (IFF), Burkina Faso like other 
countries on the African continent continue to lose a lot of resources due to the 
erosion of the tax base and the abuse of derogatory tax measures. In this context, 
the platform of Civil Society Organisations with the Centre for Applied Research in 
Public Finance (Cera-FP) organised a meeting with all the stakeholders concerned, 
on Thursday, 17 September 2020 in Ouagadougou, to discuss the community 
framework and its effectiveness in Burkina. Since 2018, in partnership with the 
Oxfam Burkina Faso, Cera-FP has been implementing a project themed “Multi-
stakeholder initiative for a human economy in Africa” (WAF). According to its initi-
ators, this project aims to promote tax justice to help reduce inequalities in Burki-
na. Therefore, the objective of this meeting is to fuel the public debate for im-
proving the relevance of tax expenditures and reducing revenue losses induced by 
tax incentives and IFFs.        

 

 As part of the International Day of Peace, the Association for Democracy and Citi-
zen Participation (APDC), in collaboration with the CSO Consultation Framework, 
organised the Day of Peace on 26 September 2020 Ouagadougou. Several themes 
on peace and cohesion were discussed through panels. Participants at this cere-
mony discussed several issues related to peace, social cohesion, and women and 
youth’s role in the peace and security process. One of the speakers, Françoise 
Piauparé delivered a speech titled “Women, peace, security and development: 
how to strengthen the legal framework for better leadership by women”. She 
invited women to come into decision-making spheres and cultivate leadership 
without complex. The President of the Association for Democracy and Citizen 
Participation (APDC) Safiatou Lopez, while delivering the closing lecture, urged all 
Burkinabe people to be vigilant and advocate for electoral non-violence process. 

    
 
 

 From 31 August to 5 September 2020, the Coalition of Civil Society Organisations 
of Benin for the Universal Health Coverage (COBUS) with the technical and finan-
cial support of the ANESVAD Foundation, organised a workshop in Bohicon, Benin 
for their staff members and Civil Society Organisations. This workshop explicitly 
aimed at promoting Universal Health Coverage (UHC) in five districts of the com-
mune of Zè. It helped the participants master advocacy strategies, acquired new 
knowledge on the notions of advocacy, how to conduct an advocacy action and 
how to develop an advocacy plan to establish the general framework for the de-
velopment of an advocacy plan adapted to the defence of the right to health. 

 
 
 

 An extensive campaign under the name “citizen awareness” was launched on 20 
September 2020 in a locality, 20 kilometres east of the capital town N’Djamena. 
The organisers, Coalition of Civil Society Associations for Citizen Action (CASAC), 
seek to identify the challenges that citizens face and use the opportunity to pro-
mote peaceful coexistence among the people of the Republic of Chad. This is a 
one-month campaign destined to reach other provinces in the Republic of Chad.  

 
 

 More than five CSOs in Nigeria have cooperatively signed a statement and called 
during a press conference in Abuja, demanding an established framework to 
strengthen the election management body and electoral laws.  They call for finan-
cial independence for the Independent National Electoral Commission (INEC), 
integrating technology in the electoral process, the inclusion of all marginalised 
groups, and transparency in campaign financing. They also appealed young peo-
ple not to avail themselves of politicians’ tools to disrupt the electoral process.  

 
 

 Civil Society Organisations (CSOs) in agriculture in the Upper East Region, Ghana, 
has called on the government to support farmers whose farmlands and livestock 
was destroyed in the region’s recent floods. According to them, the floods were 
caused by heavy rains and the Bagre dam spillage. The ‘CSOs’ Platform, advocates 
that government must come to the aid of these farmers by setting up an Emer-
gency Flood Relief Fund which will go a long way by helping them recoup their 
investment. They further stressed that “these farmers would have produced in 
more significant quantities to increase food security and improved the livelihood 
of the people, but they have had their farms submerged and lost their live stocks. 

 
 

 A Prominent Muslim Preacher, Mahmoud Dicko, has called for a rapid return to 
civilian rule in Mali, calling on the junta to hand over power following last 
‘month’s coup. “If the international community, including ECOWAS, thinks that a 
civilian president should lead the transition, then ‘let’s find that person”,” Dicko 
stated. Mali should not risk further repercussions by “turning its back on the in-
ternational community”,” the cleric said. However, the respected Preacher added 
that he is not ready for any public office since his calling is to lead the prayer.  

 
 

 On Thursday 03 September 2020, Alliance Nationale des Jeunes pour la Santé de 
la Reproduction et la Planification Familiale (ANJ/SRPF), Environnement Commu-
nautés Santé et Sécurité (ECOSS) and the Hope for African Children Initiative 
(HACI) combined their expertise to lead a series of workshops in Senegal, that 
have resulted in politicians signing significant pledges to combat Neglected Tropi-
cal Diseases (NTDs) and the engagement of 90 civil society leaders to ensure NTD 
programs are put in place. M. Yacine Djibo, Founder and Executive Director of 
Speak Up Africa expressed that Community leaders and elected officials must 
protect their people.  
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West Africans have continued to demand transparency and accountability from their 
governments. 

 

 CSOs in Mauritania joined forces to participate in the Former President’s trial 
process, Ould Abdel Aziz. The former president and his cohorts were trialled for 
corruption in their Mauritania’s Islamic Republic’s ten-year reign. The joint CSOs 
group on 31 August 2020 published an appeal and promised to ensure that the 
trial comes off and proprieties looted restored. The CSOs alliance also expressed 
their will to partner with other groups and government agencies to promote 
transparency, proper use of public funds, and ensure that this becomes a contin-
uous practice in Mauritania.  

 
 

 The Programme for the Consolidation of the State and the Associative World (Pro
-MECA) organised a three-day workshop for Civil Society Organisations and de-
centralised services of the State leaders in Lomé Togo from Monday 31 August 
2020 to Wednesday 3 September 2020. Civil society actors were trained on 
shared governance practices and their roles in decentralisation and local govern-
ance. Participants acquired skills in resource mobilisation strategies and govern-
ance, monitoring and evaluation, accountability, legitimacy of CSOs and umbrella 
organisations.  

 
 

 The NGO Cercle’ d’Aide Femme-Enfant (CAFE) with the support of African Fund 
for the Development of Women (AWDF) from 3 to 4 September 2020, organised 
training to strengthen the capacities of 30 municipal councillors in the field of 
gender-sensitive budgeting in Togo. The training was part of the project 
“promotion and strengthening of the political leadership and rights of young 
women in Togo” initiated by NGO CAFÉ. The training provided the requisite tools 
to municipal councillors to analyse budgets better and ensure that ‘women’s 
needs are integrated into the budget and the communal plan for harmonious and 
balanced development of municipalities.  

 

 The Global Amnesty Watch (GAW) Foundation in Nigeria commended the Federal 
Government for installing the peace in the Gombe State and locating the Internal 
Displaced Persons after Boko Haram emergency. The commendation was given 
after GAW tour with other local civil society groups. The GAW team leader, Ter-
rence Kuanum, rated the state high for the attempt to make up for the successful 
clearance operation of the military.  

 
 

 A group of Civil Society Organisations (CSOs) in Nigeria called on the President 
and the Minister of Petroleum Resources to demonstrate an honest commitment 
to the deregulation efforts of expunging the laws that entrench the potential of 
returning a subsidy regime and pre-deregulation state. They asked the Central 
Bank of Nigeria (CBN) to ensure equal opportunities for all oil marketers to access 
the Foreign Exchange (FOREX) to import petroleum products in the country.  

 
 
 

 The Civil Society Legislative Advocacy Centre (CISLAC), in collaboration with 
Transparency International-Defence and Security Programme (TI-DSP), held a one
-day retreat in Liberia for some representatives of defence committees in the 
House of Representatives. Issues discussed include the significance of legislative 
supervision, accountability, reforms, and measures to tackle corruption. The 
groups advocated that the government must be accountable for state security 
and the use of security votes and additional security expenditure.  

 
 

 Civil Society Organisations in Ghana has requested the government’s total sus-
pension of the Agyapa Royalty deal. The opacity around the transaction will only 
breed cynicism that is not needed in such a financial deal. They stressed that the 
government has not been forthcoming with relevant information. They further 
contended that “It is not enough for the Minister of Finance or the government 
to ask citizens to trust their sincerity and their expertise”.  

 
 
 CSOs consortium in Mali raised issues on political parties' efficiency and suggest-

ed ways to save the West African countries out of the woods. The consortium 
brought together stakeholders within the democratic architecture, including blog-
gers and political parties. They called on the military to review their invitation to 
the forces and ensure that all sensitive sectors’ legitimate representatives discuss 
the roadmap of the transition. The consortium recalled that they favour a one-
year transition and that civilians and especially technocrats must lead it because 
they do not have a political agenda.  

 Following the Mauritanian Ministry of Employment, Youth and Sports’ re-
quest for assistance in the fight against the coronavirus disease 2019, the 
SAFIRE programme engaged its members in hygiene equipment production. 
The programme was successful thanks to Caritas Vocational training and pro-
fessional integration centre (CFIP) in Mauritania. The activity saw SAFIRE pro-
gramme members and the vulnerable population collaborate to produce 
many face masks and handwashing equipment for the benefit of civil ser-
vices, the vulnerable themselves and the country.  

 

 Launched in July 2020, 2o CSOs grouped in a platform mobilise and advocate 
for a better representation of Togolese women and youth in decision-making 
positions. This has sent a letter to the Head of State to draw his attention to 
the issue, and on 28 September Mrs Victoire Tomegah-Dogbé was appointed 
as Prime Minister. The coalition is now appealing authorities to reserve a 
minimum quota for women and young people in the next government. 

ELECTION 

One of the main pillars of democracy, elections, is a constant cause for tension in 
West Africa. 

 

 (CENI) organised a workshop for civil society organisations’ heads on their roles 
and responsibilities in the current electoral process in Niamey-Niger. The CENI 
President reminded civil society actors of their role as partners in sensitisation 
and mobilising voters and ensuring free and fair elections with the full participa-
tion of the electorates, including those in the diaspora. In his presentation, Presi-
dent of CENI, Mr Issaka Souna, highlighted the role civil society actors have 
played in the successes recorded concerning the readjusted schedule despite the 
security threat and the COVID-19 pandemic.  

 
 

 The National Coalition of Civil Society Organisations (CSOs) in Burkina Faso pub-
lished a communique on 16 August 2020, demanding an audit of the electoral 
register. In the communique, civil society actors were called to be on alerts to 
ensure regularity and transparency in the forthcoming election. The coalition 
called for an electoral register audit to be carried out by international bodies like 
ECOWAS and the International Organisation of La Francophonie. The coalition 
claims that at least 300,000 names on the current electoral register are dead 
people, hence requiring an audit of the register.  

 
 

 A Coalition of about thirty Civil Society Organisations working in all areas of the 
social, political and economic life of Burkina Faso, are working to ensure that the 
leading candidates in the presidential election scheduled for 22 November 2020, 
commit to act against inequalities for a just, egalitarian and united society. At a 
press conference held on Wednesday 23 September 2020, the coalition led by 
Balai Citoyen, Confédération paysanne du Faso, Association des Femmes Juristes 
du Burkina Faso with the support of Oxfam, announced that it is engaged in an 
advocacy campaign to reduce inequalities which have become exacerbated by 
the climatic, food, health, security and humanitarian crises in the country.  

 
 
 

 Friday, 4 September 2020, civil society actors supported by UNDP commissioned 
a series of workshops to popularise the law establishing quotas for legislative 
and municipal elections. These workshops aimed to bring Burkinabe government 
officials and opinion leaders to appropriate the content of this law and improve 
modalities for positioning candidates to improve women’s participation in the 
management of public affairs. The resident representative of UNDP, Mathieu 
Ciowéla, stated that he remains convinced that through these actions, the target 
of at least 33 per cent  of women representation would become a reality in 
Burkina Faso.  

 
 

 The president of the NGO “Mains unies pour le respect des institutions de la Ré-
publique (MURIR)”, Mohamed Berté, has urged the Ivorian presidential election 
candidates to respect the decisions of the Constitutional Council responsible for 
deciding on the validity of the candidacies. He also appealed citizens for a peace-
ful election and urged them to accept the electoral commission Independent 
(IEC) verdict. 

 

 Civil society actors organised a consultation meeting on 4 September 2020 in 
Cotonou – Benin on the theme “Reflections of the Civil Society on the prerequi-
sites for a peaceful election in 2021”. They invited political leaders, including the 
ruling regime, to review several things to complete a smooth and credible presi-
dential election in 2021. The meeting was about making proposals or even rec-
ommendations to the political for a peaceful and inclusive election. Some of the 
NGOs that took part of the meeting were: Rifonga Benin, Social Watch Benin, 
Association of Bloggers of Benin, National Coalition for Peace, New Ethics, 
FONAC, Social Change, ALCREER NGO, WANEP Benin, REPSFECO Benin, Sos Civ-
isme, Globethique, GERDDES-BENIN, WILDAF, Africa Election and RODD. 

 
 

 The Centre for Liberty (CFL) beckoned the Nigerian Independent National Elec-
toral Commission (INEC) on the Edo State governorship election’s supervision in 
September 2020. Ariyo Dare Atoye and Adebayo Raphael, co-conveners of CFL 
indicated that initially there were issues of violence in some Local Government 
Areas during the pre-election. They equally commended the general conduct of 
the various stakeholders that participated in the election (permanent and ad-hoc 
staff of the (INEC), the various security agencies and especially the Nigerian Po-
lice) 

 
 

 The Civil Society Organisations Platform for Good Governance (CSOPGG) has 
entreated the Jean Mensah led Electoral Commission (EC) to ensure a free and 
fair election in Ghana in the upcoming 2020 general election. They argued that 
since 1992, Ghana has gone through peaceful elections and peaceful transitions. 
CSOPGG stated that this ‘year’s election should not be any different from the 
previous elections. As a nation, let us do everything in our power to maintain the 
enviable reputation we have so far established as one of the leading countries 
whose democratic development is a shining example for others, a member of 
CSOPGG said. As the watchdog of the state, the media was also tasked to uphold 
the journalistic standards as their role in ensuring a peaceful election. This ap-
peal was made by Alhaji Osman Abdul-Rahman a member of CSOPGG, at Tamale 
in the northern region of Ghana during an event to mark the International Day of 
Democracy.  

 

SOURCE 

TECHNOLOGY  

FOR DEVELOPMENT 

 
Civil societies in West Africa embrace and adapt technology to significantly 
and effectively contribute to their institutional and operational growth.   
 

 The NGO Peace Freedom organised from Tuesday 15 September to Fri-
day 18 September 2020 a workshop in Savè and then in Tchaourou, 
which aimed to equip media professionals to achieve the goal of “Zero 
journalists in prison” in Benin. The journalists took part in this workshop 
to strengthen the digital code and the Beninese press’s code of ethics. A 
free online downloadable guide was offered to each participant to ap-
propriate the content of the digital code and the code of ethics. This 
guide also allows them to discover some articles about press freedom in 
the United States of America. 

 

 The Agricultural Finance Incentive Facility (MIFA) and the NGO Jeunes 
Volontaires pour l’Environnement (JVE) are launching a programme for 
farmers, market gardeners, cooperatives, and individuals Togo. This pro-
gramme will allow farmers to benefit from loans for the supply and in-
stallation of solar irrigation kits, reports Togo First. A credit of FCFA 1.5 
to 3 million would be granted, repayable over three years at the rate of 
FCFA 1.5 million without interest and the remainder at the 11% interest 
rate. The use of solar technologies in Togolese agriculture is growing so 
well that, the country is taking part in the 1st World Summit on solar 
technologies organised in India by the International Solar Alliance. At the 
summit’s opening, the Minister of Mines and Energy, Marc Dèdèriwè 
Ably-Bidamon, presented his country’s progress in this area, including 
the creation of the regional centre for renewable energy, among other 
initiatives of the country in this field. 

 
 

 Sonatel (Société Nationale des Télécommunications du Senegal) is con-
tinuously working through POESAM (Prix Orange de’ entrepreneur So-
cial) for the strengthening of entrepreneurship in the field of ICTs and 
the promotion of social innovation for development in Senegal. On 
Thursday 24 September, Ellesolaire, a women’s network for the distribu-
tion of clean energy Paygo in West Africa, wins FCFA 5,000,000. The net-
work aims to co-create a viable and sustainable entrepreneurial ecosys-
tem, led by local women.  

SOURCE 

CIVIL SOCIETY ENABLING 

ENVIRONMENT 

SOURCE 

Civil society organisations (CSOs) are increasingly recognised as key players in 

promoting democratic governance, equitable development and inclusive growth. 

To be able to play their role in society to their full potential, CSOs need an oper-

ating environment that gives them the space to act freely.  
 

 At a press conference to commemorate International Access to Information 
Day on 28 September 2020, John Charles Njie, chairman of The Association 
of Non-Governmental Organisations in the Gambia (TANGO) urged the 
‘country’s lawmakers to assist the Executive in enacting the Access to Infor-
mation Bill. He added that this was one of the ‘government’s campaign 
promises and time for them to fulfil. He highlighted the importance of the 
bill. He said that access to information would improve transparency and ac-
countability and stressed that access to information is a fundamental com-
ponent of freedom of expression. He added that the government’s flow of 
information to citizens in the Gambia has many challenges and congratulat-
ed the government for drafting the bill swiftly. He urged that the bill should 
be implemented speedily.  

 

 In a ceremony held on 12 October 2020, ten Nigerien Civil Society Organisa-
tions received funding to the tune of 6.3 million dollars through the third 
batch of the European Union (EU) ‘s’s Support Programme Civil Society 
(PASOC III). According to Denisa-Elena Ionete, Ambassador of the European 
Union to the Republic of Niger, this fund is to “support and strengthen civil 
society organisations (CSOs) so that they play an increased role in the devel-
opment of Niger, particularly through the improvement of the conditions of 
the populations as well as the consolidation of democracy and good govern-
ance”. Recipients of PASOC III work on themes like climate change and its 
effects in the country and rural development and land management issues.  

 
 
 
 

 For a country with a history of instability and conflicts, the number of civil 
society organisations keeps increasing. A new group called Mouvement 
citoyen le Temps-Tchad has been created this day 4 September 2020 in the 
Republic of Chad. The movement was formed to promote, among other 
things, solidarity, human rights, good governance, democracy, and youth 
development. The organisation exists to contribute to the building of a new 
Chad.  

 

 Madam Elizabeth Ohene a Ghanaian journalist, a politician and former Min-
ister of State for Tertiary Education in Ghana published an article “The All-
knowing Neutrals” which is regarded as a controversial piece in the corridors 
of Civil society Organisation (CSOs) basically for it apprehensive tone. She 
came under a barrage of attacks from Civil society actors within the ecosys-
tems, key among them were Kofi Bentil the vice President of IMANI Africa, 
Describing Ms Ohene as a “dyed-in-the-wool NPP” member.  

 
 

 Reacting to Madam Elizabeth’ Ohene’s article, Prof. Ransford Gyampo, an 
Associate Professor of Political Science at the University of Ghana described 
as unfortunate the comments by veteran journalist Elizabeth Ohene that 
CSOs perform “self-appointed roles” in the country. “CSOs play a role as a 
linkage between government and the governed and are performing their 
duties diligently by scrutinising every policy of the government, therefore, 
describing their functions as self-appointed is highly unfortunate”, Prof. 
Gyampo argued. 

CIVIL SOCIETY 

SUSTAINABILITY 

SOURCE 

The issue of sustainability of civil society in West Africa is becoming increasing-
ly important with the gradual but significant decline of funding from donors 
over the years.  CSOs are continuously employing strategies to strengthen their 
organisational sustainability.  
 

 On 19 September 2020, the NGO Search for Common Ground organised a 
workshop in the Oume City, Ivory Coast. The workshop intended to in-
form, raise awareness and upgrade civil society organisations on the secu-
rity sector, coffee and cocoa sector, mining code reforms and social re-
sponsibility of mining companies to help promote good governance and 
cohesion. Two committees to monitor priority governance reforms were 
established, and 43 community leaders were mobilised, informed and sen-
sitised. 

 

 The Green Climate Fund (GCF) toolkit was presented to the Cameroonian 
media by the NGO JVE Cameroon. This toolkit defines the scope of action 
of Civil Society Organisations in the project’s framework, “the preparation 
of CSOs for the Green Climate Fund - focus on Africa”.CSOs can choose 
different paths to become actively involved in the CVF. This includes 
strengthening the capacities of other CSOs, local organisations and nation-
al institutions involved in the GCF; either by facilitating dialogue on GCF-
funded activities and advocating for their role as key actors in national 
activities; or by conducting advocacy activities and making constructive 
technical contributions to the development of GCF policies and frame-
works; and bringing their expertise to international discussions. 

Women and Youth Leadership initiatives continues to play a pivotal role in 
promoting civil society activities in the region. 
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